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A review of applications in federated learning 

Federated Learning (FL) is a collaboratively decentralized privacy-preserving 

technology to overcome challenges of data silos and data sensibility. Exactly what 

research is carrying the research momentum forward is a question of interest to 

research communities as well as industrial engineering. This study reviews FL and 

explores the main evolution path for issues exist in FL development process to 

advance the understanding of FL. This study aims to review prevailing application in 

industrial engineering to guide for the future landing application. This study also 

identifies six research fronts to address FL literature and help advance our 

understanding of FL for future optimization. This study contributes to conclude 

application in industrial engineering and computer science and summarize a review of 

applications in FL.  
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1.Introduction 

With the development of storage capacity and processing power, the importance 

of data science in industrial engineering becomes more apparent. Recent years have 

seen the explosive development of artificial intelligence, machine learning, smart 

production and deep learning in industrial engineering (Li, Wang and Lin, 2020; Lin, 

2018). However, there are two major challenges in this area as data science 

development. Firstly, data governance is the most significant aspect. Some data is 

privatized based on the legal concern. With the promulgation of General Data 

Protection Regulation (GDPR) (EU, 2018), users become the absolute owner of their 

own data. Any institutions or organizations do not have authority to employ user’s 

own data unless they have agreement. Secondly, data silo is also a confronting 

problem that puts a limit on the development of modern industry since more training 

data would improve the training performance. For example, compared with the 

earliest AlphaGo, which used 160,000 sets of human chess data and could beat entry-

level professional players. Alpha Zero (Holcomb et al., 2018) used 28.6 billion sets of 

human and machine-generated chess data, which could easily beat professional 

players. Besides, data annotation relies on experienced workers in some fields such as 

medical industry which may cause rareness of valid data. The scarcity of labeled data 

is also detrimental to industrial development. However, the emergence of FL 

happened to overcome these challenges in industry.  

FL is a burgeoning machine learning scheme, aiming at tackling the problem of 

data island while preserving data privacy. It refers to multiple clients (such as mobile 

devices, institutions, organizations, etc.) coordinated with one or more central servers 

for decentralized machine learning settings. It was first put forward by Google in 



2016 to predict user’s text input within tens of thousands Android devices while 

keeping data on devices (McMahan et al., 2017). The original process of FL is 

generally described as Figure 1 shows. This kind of federated training approach called 

federated average (FedAvg), which is the baseline of FL in many other researches. 

Firstly, each device downloads a generic global model for the following local training. 

Secondly, the download global model will be improved by multiple local updates with 

local data, which belong to different mobile devices separately and then upload 

related gradient information to cloud in an encryption mode. Thirdly, the averaged 

update of local models implemented in the cloud will be dispatched to device as a 

renewed global model. Finally, the above procedures repeat until the model achieves a 

certain desired performance or the final deadline arrives. The emergence of this 

technology will solve the contradiction between data privacy and data sharing for 

dispersed devices. Due to the property that data are not exposed to third central server, 

FL is appropriate for application when data are privacy-sensitive. These includes 

cases in health care or mobile devices that data are not available to be aggregated with 

legal concern. 

(Please insert Fig. 1 about here) 

Recently, many scholars band together to publish papers to review advances and 

open problems in FL. The studies provide several further aspects to enhance FL 

contribution (Kairouz et al., 2019). Motivated by the promising prospects and 

increasing growth of FL research in industrial field, this study aims to review 

prevailing application of FL in industrial engineering to guide for the future landing 

application. This study concluded characteristic of FL and remained challenges to 

clarify various solutions that researchers have done to optimize FL. This study 



reviewed related studies of FL to base on the baseline a universal definition to identify 

fronts to address FL literature and help advance our understanding of FL for future 

optimization.  

This paper is organized as follows. Beside the introduction, we sketch the 

overview of FL which include characteristics and mainstream open-source framework 

as well as categories in section 2. In section 3, we point out three challenges in FL 

along with relative improvement. Furthermore, we conclude indirect information 

leakage in FL and existing privacy-preserving method employed in FL. Section 4 

discusses realistic applications in IOT devices and grounding application in industry 

engineering and healthcare. At the end, some frontier achievements are given, around 

these discussions we describe some promising direction of FL to give a guiding for 

future work. 

2.Overview of Federate Learning 

2.1 Characteristics of FL  

FL is highly related to distributed learning. Traditional distributed system is 

made up of distributed computation, distributed storage. The first proposed FL of 

model update for Android clients is to some extent similar to distributed computation. 

Although FL put a great deal of emphasis on privacy protection, the latest researches 

of distributed machine learning also pay close attention to privacy-preserving 

distributed system. Distributed processing is to connect multiple computers in 

different locations via communication network under the control of center server, so 

that each computer undertakes different parts of the same task to complete it. Thus, 

the distributed processing is mainly aimed at accelerating processing stage, while FL 



focus on build a collaborative model without privacy leakage. To reveal difference 

between FL and distributed learning more specifically, we highlight following 

characteristics in FL. 

Universality for cross-organizational scenarios. Essentially, FL proposed by Google 

is an encrypted distributed machine learning technology, that allows participants to 

build a joint training model but maintain underlying data locally. Then the original 

concept of FL was extended to refer to all privacy-preserving decentralized 

collaborative machine learning techniques (Yang, Qb et al., 2019). Therefore, FL is 

able to tackle not only horizontally partitioned data according to samples but also 

vertically partitioned data according to features in collaborative-learning setting. FL 

could be extended to bring cross-organizational enterprise into federal framework. For 

instance, bank that possess data of clients’ purchasing power could cooperate with 

electronic business platform which possess data of product features, to recommend 

products. Thus, intelligently construct joint model for multiple entities, multiple data 

sources, different feature dimensions. This enable all to realize cross-platform and 

regional co-creation value on the premise of protecting data privacy. 

Massively Non-Identically Independent Distribution (Non-IID). In FL, data is 

widespread in tens of thousands edge node or mobile devices. Available data in each 

node may no more than the total number of nodes. While in distributed system, the 

main purpose is to increase degree of parallelism to alleviate computation or storage 

pressure in central server. The number of nodes in distributed system couldn’t reach 

the same order of magnitude as the FL. Nowadays, the world has entered an era of 

wearable devices which are used extensively for health monitoring (Edwards, 2019). 

Each device only generate several data and it cannot be compared with the total 



number of devices. Obviously, in this case, FL is more suitable for model 

improvement. In contrast with distributed system, which works primarily on balanced 

and IID data distribution, FL is concentrated on unbalanced and non-IID data because 

of the heterogeneity among device resources.  

Decentralized technology. Decentralization, in a strictly technical sense, does not 

means complete decentralization, but there is no definitive center. Decentralization is 

only to dilute the awareness of the central node. There is no center to determine each 

client, and each client goes to influence central model. The influence between nodes 

will generate a non-linear relationship through the network formed by client. 

Parameter server, a typical distributed and centralized technology, mainly make use of 

central server which is dominating to dispatch data distribution and computation 

resource to obtain an efficient collaborative model (Ho et al., 2013). This kind of 

centralized data processing method result in a double communication overhead. 

Because if some dataset scattered in different database are collected for training, these 

data should be copied and then transmitted to central server at first. And then central 

server will allocate data to each distributed client for distributed computation. It adds 

additional severe tests to system on computing power, storage and bandwidth. For 

cases in FL, each client is completely autonomous, data is not allocated by center and 

the training process is not governed by server. Therefore, FL is an integrated 

technology to combine machine learning models and data fusion through 

decentralized collaboration. 

Equality of status for each node. In this cooperation framework, all parties enjoy 

equal status and certain dominion to achieve common prosperity. In terms of equality, 

whoever possesses the great mass of data has the dominant position in traditional 



distributed collaborative training. Thus, the development of collaborative learning in 

industrial field could be adversely affected by the preference on organizations with 

bulk of data or images with types of label. For joint training in deep learning network, 

those institutions with big data could manipulate the prediction model thus small and 

medium-sized organizations do not have impetus in joint training. However, in FL, 

position of these clients with small data sets would be promoted due to equality in all 

parties. 

To sum up, FL is a decentralized technology that enable scattered clients or 

organizations to train a collaborative model autonomously, while keeping data 

localized. This method can support corporate organizations to share collaborative 

models without sharing any raw data. 

2.2 Open Source Framework  

There have been two mainstream open-source frameworks for FL up to now and 

they are starting to take shape. One is TensorFlow Federated (TFF) framework at the 

service of machine learning or other computation demand for decentralized data 

(Google, 2019). It is the first self-contained framework designed at production level 

mainly for mobile devices. Specially, TFF integrates FedAvg for model update and 

Secure Aggregation for privacy concern (Bonawitz et al., 2017). This TTF consists of 

FL API and Federated Core (FC) API. In detail, FL API offers a set of high-order 

interfaces make users can apply the included machine learning method to process 

federated training. FC API, the basic layer for federation learning, serving for 

distributed computation. Furthermore, it has been successfully applied in next word 

prediction or Emoji prediction in a mobile keyboard (Ramaswamy et al., 2019). In 



real application, it has achieved implementation over ten million of devices while 

hope to be highly scalable to deal with computation over billion of devices. 

The other one is Federated AI Technology Enabler (FATE) created by Webank 

team (Webanka, 2019). As the first open source industrial-level framework, it 

primarily serves for cross-organizational architecture. It provides enough privacy for 

client based on homomorphic encryption and secure multiparty computing. Besides, 

various machine learning algorithms such as logistic regression and deep learning, as 

well as transfer learning are able to be built on this federation system. In addition to 

these out of the box algorithms, most traditional methods can be adapted to this 

federal frame. At present, the Webank team has promoted the implementation of a 

series of FATE in credit risk control, object detection and anti-money laundering 

(Webankb, 2019). These two frameworks are popular for FL in real application and 

further development on algorithm improvement.   

2.3 Categorization of FL 

Based on paper presented by Yang, Qb et al., (2019), FL largely falls into three 

groups, respectively, horizontal FL, vertical FL and federated transfer learning. Since 

data stored in different nodes or institutions mainly exist in a feature matrix form. 

Commonly, data consists many instances, and the horizontal axis of the sheet is 

regarded as client, while the vertical axis represents the characteristics of clients. Then 

we can divide FL based on data partition mode. 

Horizontal FL. In the case of horizontal FL, there is a certain amount of overlap 

between the feature of data spread across various nodes, while the data are quite 

different in sample space. At present, the existing FL algorithms primarily aimed at 



application in smart devices or devices in the internet of things (IOT). FL in these 

scenarios usually could be classified into horizontal FL. Because data may 

significantly differ in sample space but have similar feature space simultaneously. As 

is mentioned above, the federated model solution for Android mobile phone update 

raised by Google (McMahan et al., 2017) is typically a kind of horizontal FL since the 

data has the same feature dimension. In addition, to meet the challenge of limited 

labeled entities, Gao et al., (2019) introduced hierarchical heterogeneous horizontal 

FL frame. The shortage of lack of label can be solved because heterogeneous domain 

adaptation would be adapted multiple times by using each participant as the target 

domain each time. This would do benefit to lack of data annotation in 

Electroencephalography (EEG) classification. In real application such as medical 

care, a large amount of work is inseparable from data collection. When it comes to 

cross-regional cooperation, it is almost impossible for each hospital to build a data 

pool for sharing. Thus, FL could construct a federal network for cross-regional 

hospitals with similar medical information to improve joint model as Figure 2 shows. 

(Please insert Fig. 2 about here) 

Vertical FL. Vertical FL is suitable for cases in which data is partitioned in the 

vertical direction according to feature dimension. All the parties hold homogeneous 

data which means they have partial overlap on sample ID whereas differ in feature 

space. For example, there was a medical institution, and they intend to identify 

illnesses such as diabetes mellitus in a predictive way. According to research, people 

who suffer from high blood pressure and obesity may be prone to developing type2 

diabetes (Lee et al., 2020). Therefore, it could be analyzed in view of some rough 

dimensions, such as patients’ age and weight as well as medical history. If there is a 



young man without obesity or high blood pressure, but intake more calories and lack 

of physical activity. He is also prone to get diabetes, but it couldn’t be predicted and 

personalized due to lack of information. With development of FL, it can work with 

some companies which holds smartphone application data sets such as step counter or 

dietary structure. Further. They can cooperate with each other without demand for raw 

data transmission as Figure 3 shows. Generally, scholars deal with this problem 

through taking out the same entities with various characteristics to get a joint training. 

By contrast with horizontal FL, it is a more challenging work due to entity 

resolution（Gascón et al., 2017). Not quite as simple as situation in horizontal FL, 

aggregating all the dataset in a common server to learn from the global model doesn’t 

work on vertical FL since the correspondence between different owners is still an 

urgently need to be addressed. There comes a modified token-based entity resolution 

algorithm to preprocess vertical partitioned data, powered by Nock et al., (2018). 

Hardy et al., (2017) designed an end-to-end scheme on linear classifier and applied 

additive homomorphic encryption to defense honest-but-curious adversary for vertical 

FL. It is reported that current applications for parties with common sample space 

including traffic violation assessment and small enterprise credit risk assessment are 

based on FATE created by Webank team. In addition, Cheng et al., (2019) designed a 

secure framework called SecureBoost in the setting of vertically partitioned data set. 

However, the abovementioned methods could only be applied in simple machine 

learning models such as logistic regression. Therefore, vertical FL still has much more 

room for improvement to be applied in more complicated machine learning 

approaches.  

(Please insert Fig. 3 about here) 



Federated transfer learning. Unlike the scenarios in horizontal FL and vertical FL, in 

most cases, data shares neither sample space nor feature space. Thus, the main 

problem in this setting is lack of data labels with poor data quality. Transfer learning 

enables to move the knowledge of one domain (i.e., the source domain) to another 

domain (i.e., the target domain) to achieve better learning results, which is appropriate 

for this situation (Pan et al., 2010). In this way, Liu, Chen and Yang (2018) conceived 

federated transfer learning (FTL) to generalize FL to have broader application when it 

comes to common parties with small intersection. This is the first complete stack for 

FL based on transfer learning, including training, evaluation and cross validation. 

Besides this, the neural networks with additive homomorphic encryption technology 

in this frame could not only prevent privacy leakage but also provide comparable 

accuracy with traditional non-privacy-preserving method. However, communication 

efficiency remains an issue. Accordingly, Sharma et al., (2019) work hard on 

improvement for FTL. They made use of secret sharing technology instead of HE to 

further reduce overhead without decreasing the accurate rate. Furthermore, it could be 

extended to hinder malicious server. While in the previous work they assume that they 

the model is semi-honest. For a real application, Chen et al., (2019) constructed a 

FedHealth model that gather data owned by different organizations via FL and offer 

personalized service for healthcare through transfer learning. As shown in Figure 4, 

some disease diagnosis and treatment information in one hospital could be transferred 

to another hospital to help other disease diagnosis by FTL. The research in FTL is not 

yet mature, thereby there is still plenty of room for growth to make it more flexible 

with different data structure. Data islands and privacy protection issues are prominent 

problems encountered in the current large-scale industrialization of machine learning. 



However, federated transfer learning is an effective way to protect both data security 

and user privacy while breaking the barriers of data islands. 

(Please insert Fig. 4 about here)                                                                                                                

3.  Evolution of FL  

The primitive framework of FL is FedAvg. Though it could deal with some 

lightweight Non-IID data. It is still faced with challenges of high communication 

overhead and structural heterogeneity. Recent works focus on algorithm optimization 

to improve efficiency and accuracy and participants’ privacy to enhance data 

protection. In this section, this study discusses about the evolution and optimization in 

the following. We mainly explore development path in algorithm optimization level 

as well as security level. 

3.1 Optimization 

(Please insert Fig. 5 about here) 

Since the term of FL was first proposed in 2016, drawing people’s extensive 

attention, study about it has progressed. Although a lot of work had been done, there 

are still some challenges fail to be overcame for practical application. In terms of 

optimization for grounding application, high communication cost, statistical and 

structural heterogeneity are major issues faced by researchers currently (Li et al., 

2020). In this section, we summarize the optimization path of FL according to 

development process and method categories to overcome these challenges. As Figure 

5 shows, the algorithm optimization all based on the paper presented by McMahan et 

al., (2017). The first branch denotes the studies to deal with high communication cost. 



The second one represents the evolution of overcome the challenge of statistical 

heterogeneity, while the third denotes structural heterogeneity. In the same branch, 

different symbols represent different ways to tackle the issue. The thickness of the 

line shows reference frequency of these papers in Google Scholar by other papers. 

The thicker the line, the higher reference frequency of the paper. The details of this 

optimization path are as follows. 

(1) High communication cost.  

By far, the key bottleneck of FL has been the difficulty of decreasing 

communication overhead when proceeding federal training (Yang et al., 2019). The 

most important feature of modern data is timeliness since the life cycle of this data is 

short and data iterative update speed is fast. To tackle with large masses of data and 

make FL flexible with explosive increasing data, reducing communication overhead 

should be given top priority. Meanwhile, effective efforts have been made in work 

including reducing communication rounds and improving model upload speed further 

reduce update time.  

Reducing communication rounds. Due to unmatched download and upload 

speed, communication between server and clients is willing to be as little as possible 

to reduce upload times. The research of McMahan et al., (2017) is considered as the 

pioneering work on FL to make communication more efficient by increasing 

calculated quantity on each client between each communication round. They also 

pointed out that increase parallelism which means motivate more clients to join 

training on each round is an effective way. Inspired by Google, Nishio and Yonetani 

(2019) built FedCs framework to integrate the available clients to the utmost extent in 

each training round to make it efficiently in practice. Maximum mean discrepancy 



was inserted to FL algorithm to enforce local model to acquire more knowledge from 

other in training devices thus speed up convergence (Yao et al, 2018). Yurochkin et 

al., (2019) designed Bayesian Nonparametric FL framework, which is state of the art 

since it can aggregate local models into a federated model without extra parameters 

thus avoid unwanted communication rounds. The experiment shows that they can 

obtain satisfactory accuracy rating with only one communication round. 

Decrease model update time. Even if the communication rounds are optimized, 

how to accelerate model update is a remained problem. Initially, McMahan et.al. 

proposed two strategies to reduce model update time (Konečný, 2017). One is 

structured update, which means transmit only part of the update model by means of 

low-rank model or in a random mask way. Likewise, an end-to-end neural network is 

a kind of structured update mode which maps update information into a lower-

dimension space thus relieve pressure of communication (Li and Han, 2019). The 

other is sketched update, which refer to make use of compressed update model. Zhu 

and Jin (2019) optimized sparse evolutionary training (SET) thus convey only piece 

of parameters to server, which resemble the sketched update. Since in each round, 

each client manipulates fixed epochs, Jiang and Ying (2020) designed an adaptive 

method for local training. The local training epochs is decided by server according to 

training time and training loss, thus it will reduce local training time when loss is 

getting small. The above-mentioned algorithms all based on stochastic gradient 

descent (SGD), but this method could be inefficient if the function is anisotropic. 

Therefore, Liu et al., (2020) utilized momentum gradient descent to consider previous 

gradient information in each local training epoch to accelerate convergence speed. 

These algorithms are not fully suitable for all federal setting. Therefore, a more 



flexible communication-efficient method needs to be explored for high efficiency 

demand in medical industry. 

(2) Statistical heterogeneity. 

Traditional machine learning approach, implicitly or explicitly, assumes the data 

distribution is identically independent. This scenario is suitable for collecting all data 

and then training in a distributed way. However, data are collected from various 

devices or institutions thereby do not follow Identically Independent Distribution 

(IID). Skew characteristic and clinical validation may vary among different 

equipment version (Godinho et al., 2016). And data record form in across multiple 

horizontals could be totally different. Besides, there’s may be a huge variety of data 

size in different nodes result in an unbalanced distribution. To tackle this problem, the 

general resolution is to focus on global model, or modify local training mode, or 

adding some extra procedure on data pre-processing stage.  

Focus on global model. The first proposed FedAvg algorithm resolve this issue by 

averaging local upgrade on each device directly. In addition, Mohri et al., (2019) 

noticed previous work ignore the importance of fairness which may lead to bias 

centralized model. They improved global model to cope with any target distribution 

comprised by a mixture of different clients. As for aggregation stage, convergence 

behavior is another stressed issue. The existence of heterogeneity may lead to 

misconvergence of global model. Further Wang et al., (2019) discussed convergence 

bound of FL based on gradient-descent in Non-IID data background, and further bring 

forward an improved adaptive method to reduce loss function within constraints of 

resource budget. Moreover, Li, X. et al (2019). gave four kinds of convergence 

theorems with different parameters setting or premises for FedAvg in Non-IID 



situations. These studies fill a part of the theoretical gap in the research of 

convergence speed of a FL algorithm. Besides, it provides the effect of parameter 

adjustment on the convergence speed for the guidance.  

Add extra data preprocessing procedure. For data pre-processing, Huanga et al., 

(2019) introduced clustering thought with FL and constructed a community-based FL 

method. By separating independent data into different clusters, then processing 

federated training on each community, the non-IID problem is thus can be resolved. 

However, one drawback is that it’s not suitable for massively data training due to high 

parameter conversion overhead. In hierarchical heterogeneous horizontal framework, 

it projects each embedding submanifold into a common embedding space to 

overcome data heterogeneity (Gao et al., 2019). 

Modify local training mode. Another idea is to optimize modeling way to achieve 

personalization for individual devices such as MOCHA, which introduced multi-task 

learning to make utilization of shared representation (Smith et al., 2017). Zhao et al., 

(2018) did the similar work, they considered a solution to deal with non-iid data by 

sharing a small set of data among each local model. Huangb et al., (2019) also gained 

a good deal of enlightenment from the previous data sharing ideology to overcome 

Non-IID problem. They put cross-entropy loss into transmission process and assign 

different local update times for each client in each round. 

(3) Structural heterogeneity. 

In terms of structural heterogeneity, it mainly refers to two aspects. On the one 

hand, the competence of computing and storage vary from nodes to nodes since 

different devices use various kinds of chip, thereby cause unbalanced training time. 



On the other hand, clients differ in network environment. The unreliable and unstable 

network may lead to devices’ drop out. Up to now, methods to deal with structural 

heterogeneity mainly focus on resource allocation for heterogeneous devices and fault 

tolerance for devices prone to be offline. 

Fault tolerance. The federated multi-task learning was constructed in the wake of 

Google’s research on decentralized data training (Smith et al., 2017). To address the 

issue of stragglers (who is drop out or still training with an outdated global 

parameters), they considered influence with low participation in training process to 

resist device drop out. Enable FL system to be robust to dropped participants, scholars 

also designed secure aggregation protocol (Haoa et al., 2019) which is tolerant with 

arbitrary dropouts as long as surviving users are enough to join federate update. Lib et 

al., (2019) take stragglers into account and allow these devices to implement different 

locally update computation times. Wu et al., (2019) also fully considered device 

straggling phenomenon in heterogeneous network. They made use of a cache structure 

to store those unreliable user update thus alleviates their trustless impact on global 

model. 

Resource allocation. For the sake of resource constraint, most of foregoing work 

devote to allocate resources properly to heterogeneous devices. For instance, Kang et 

al., (2019) took overhead in heterogeneous clients into consideration to motivate more 

high-quality devices to participate training process. And Tran et al., (2019) studied 

training accuracy and convergence time with influence of heterogeneous power 

constraints. Meanwhile, Chai et al., (2019) considered the impact of resource (e.g. 

CPU, memory, and network resources) heterogeneity on training time of FL. To 

address this issue, Li, T. et al., (2020) designed a fairness metrics to measure loss in 



devices and a q-Fair optimization goal to impel fair resource allocation in FL. In a 

nutshell, stragglers and heterogeneity run through FL framework. Therefore, in the 

future, optimization should continue to contribute to fault-tolerance and properly 

resource allocation to address this issue. 

3.2 Security Analysis 

(Please insert Fig. 6 about here) 

In this section, we elaborate the evolution of privacy attack and enhancement in FL. 

As shown in Figure 6, the first branch indicates indirect privacy leakage in FL. And 

the other two branches show improvement trace for privacy enhancement for FL. One 

is privacy-preserving method on client side, and the other one is on the server side. 

These two branches intersect at a node which derive another branch to denote hybrid 

approach to enhance privacy. The thickness of the line also shows reference 

frequency of these papers. The thicker the line, the higher reference frequency of the 

paper. The details are as follows. 

3.2.1 Privacy Risk 

Though patients’ private data never come out of the local storage during federated 

training process which may alleviate privacy concerns. Nevertheless, the system is not 

sufficiently secure because the transmission of gradients and partial parameters may 

lead to indirect privacy leakage (Bos et al., 2014). Since original data under the risk of 

being cracked by back deduction. Some investigators have considered to retrieve data 

in FL framework. The general attack types are mainly divided into three categories as 

bellow: 



Data poisoning attack. Aiming at embedding some tainted data such as 

malicious samples or disguised data to destroy data integrity or give rise to the bias of 

training results. There are two main types of ‘data poisoning’ attack modes including 

model skew and feedback weaponization. Traditional machine learning approaches 

are vulnerable to data poisoning since adversarial could directly manipulate the 

triggers to misguide the global model. Nevertheless, these traditional data poisonings 

methods are less effective or may need many malicious participants when it comes to 

FL since malicious attackers have no direct access to raw data (Bagdasaryan et al., 

2018). On the basis research of Bagdasaryan et al., (2018), Yang, Qb. et al., (2019) 

studied a novel and effective distributed backdoor attack. They divided an attack 

trigger into many slices and embedded each slice into different attackers instead of 

embedding a complete trigger into only one attacker. This new-fashioned mode 

throws a wrench in the old argument that FL is possible to avoid data poisoning. It 

also gives a new evaluation form for security analysis in FL. 

Model poisoning（Also known as Adversarial attack). Model poisoning refer 

to make machine learning model to generate a wrong result by designing a specific 

input. Furthermore, it can be subdivided into Non-targeted adversarial attack and 

Targeted adversarial attack. The former one is a common type which lead to an 

incorrect consequence, and the other one is relatively difficult that aiming at injecting 

a specific type for input. In FL, secure aggregation is implemented, and aggregator is 

not familiar with the local update modes thus are not able to detect anomalies or 

verify correctness of local updates. According to this drawback, the backdoor can be 

inserted into federated environment by malicious participant through model-

replacement methodology thus misunderstand the joint model. This novel attack 

method can be successfully employed in federated training tasks including image 



classification and word prediction (Bagdasaryan et al., 2018). Similarly, Bhagoji et 

al., (2019) attacked global model through few malicious adversaries to wrongly 

classified targeted model. This kind of attack obviously belong to targeted adversarial 

attack. In this case, they ensure convergence of integrated model and accuracy of 

most tasks. In addition, the results show Byzantine-resilient aggregation technology is 

weak to offense this type of attack in the federated setting. Then Zhang et al., (2019) 

give first attempt to generate model poisoning attack based on Generative Adversarial 

Nets (GAN). In this work, malicious participant pretended to be a benign agent. Then 

they assign a GAN architecture to generate training data as well as distributed a 

wrong label to induce benign client to be damaged. The existing methodologies 

aiming at defending poisoning attack are quite invalid in federated settings. In the 

future work, to mitigate this type of attack for FL, anomaly detection in server side 

and concealment of classification results is a promising direction. 

Inferring attack. The value of this type of attack mainly used to detect privacy 

records or restore training data through a white box or a black box. It can be broken 

down into tracing attacks (also known as membership inference attacks) and 

reconstruction attacks. The first mentioned of two indicates to infer whether a client is 

contained in the data set. The latter advocates recover some features about an 

individual participant. With utilization of vulnerability of SGD, Nasr et al., (2019) 

designed a white-box membership inference attack method direct at neural network. 

Then it was successfully applied to federated setting to infer information via a curious 

server or any of a participant. The previous work focuses on malicious server 

assumption and unable to recover information on specific client because of invisibility 

of client update. In cases of this kind, Wang, Z. et al., (2019) built a general attack 

frame called mGAN-AI which could reconstruct private information for target client. 



To hinder this kind of attack, more stronger protection method should be explored, 

and data could be encrypted before upload to cloud. 

3.2.2 privacy-preserving technology in FL 

The indirect privacy disclosure poses immense challenges on development of FL. 

Potential threats are usually from insider adversaries and outsider adversaries. Insider 

adversaries including honest-but-curious aggregator, colluding parties and malicious 

participants steal privacy during training process. The honest-but-curious aggregator 

means that the server will keep to the privacy agreement but have a try to explore 

more information about clients. Colluding parties or malicious participants are 

unreliable to transmit incorrect updates as well as learn additional information from 

other benign clients. Outsider adversaries refer to those who can peep intermediate 

outputs or users that have access to final model. Faced with these vulnerabilities, the 

existing privacy-preserving methods to enhance privacy guarantees mainly focus on 

information encryption for client or secure aggregation at server side as well as 

security protection for FL framework (Ma et al., 2019). This study discusses novel 

privacy-preserving technologies based on this classification as bellows. 

Privacy-preserving at client side. Differential privacy often acts as a means of 

enhancing privacy preservation for client. When querying data from database, it will 

reduce chances for records to be identified while maximize query accuracy as much 

as possible by introducing noise to blur raw data. For instance, since FedAvg is prone 

to be violated by differential attack, Geyer et al., (2019) leveraged differential privacy 

on FL to conceal whether a client participant in the training process. Likewise, to 

improve FedAvg, McMahan et al., (2018) also applied DP to this process by adding 

Gaussian noise to the global model. In federated online training for ranker using 



feedback from users, Kharitonov (2019) introduced ε-local differential privacy. 

Opposite to common algorithms, it is stricter since they protect user-lever privacy 

instead of imposing privacy-preserving technology after data aggregation.  

In addition, homomorphic encryption is also a privacy policy applied in FL 

frequently to hinder information leakage during parameter exchange process among 

clients. Homomorphic encryption refers to an encryption mechanism that parameters 

are encoded before adding or multiplying operation and performs equivalent result 

compare to uncode function. Liu et al., (2018) employed additively homomorphic 

encryption to modify neural network model and minimize the impact on training 

accuracy. Ilias and Georgios (2019) also added homomorphic encryption to a more 

robust FL framework, which make it possible to compute aggregation on encrypted 

client. Training on these cryptographic models may raise additional communication 

overhead since more data such as private key should be conveyed.  

Locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) is also a prevalent way to keep confidentiality 

(Gionis et al., 1999). All features would be mapped into an encryption form via p-

stable hash function. The main advantage of this encryption mode is that similarity 

between two samples will be retained after hash representation. However, two 

different samples virtually impossible to hold similar hash values. Raw data wouldn’t 

be exposed because many samples may have same outputs. Besides, LSH would not 

cause overmuch communication overhead like homomorphic encryption and reduce 

accuracy like differential privacy. Lee et al., (2018) make use of LSH to detect similar 

patients in federated settings. Recently, Li et al., (2020) build a practical gradient 

boosting decision trees rely on LSH. In the pre-processing stage, LSH would help find 

similar samples dispersed in different clients, and they will use the sum gradients of 



similar instances instead of only use the gradient of one instance when processing 

gradient updating.  

Secure aggregation. Secure multi-party computation (SMC) is employed, which 

mainly concentrate on how to safely calculate a function for various client without a 

reliable third party. Bonawitz et al., (2017) proposed the first secure aggregation 

protocol with utilization of secure multiparty computation. In this agreement, model 

update information of each device is unrevealed to central server. Only after enough 

devices update their model, can server receive the aggregated model.  Owing to the 

quadratic communication cost, the above-mentioned protocol is not applicable for 

larger scale situations. By this way, Haoa et al., (2019) envisioned a more efficient 

privacy-preserving scheme for FL, which integrate differential privacy and 

lightweight homomorphic encryption technology. This protocol, mainly for stochastic 

gradient descent approach, is robust to curious-but-honest server and collusion 

between the cloud and server. Occasionally, global model returned by clouds may not 

reliable or complete. Because unreliable cloud server may be malicious to return a 

totally wronged model or may be lazy to convey a compressed but inaccurate model 

due to computational pressure. Thereafter Xu et al., (2020) devised VerifyNet, the 

first protocol that can verify correctness of returned model from cloud. For privacy 

guarantee, they implemented variation of secret sharing combined with key agreement 

protocol to enhance confidentiality of gradients. The up-to-date approach proposed by 

Chen et al., (2020) also concentrated on secure aggregation scheme. They add an 

extra public parameter dispatch to each client to force them training in a same way, 

thus detect malicious client easily when making an aggregation stage.  



Protection method for FL framework. Although aforementioned algorithms could 

avoid adversary to invade central server or clients, the encrypted parameters may still 

cause information leakage by means of novel attack methods as 3.2.1 mentioned. To 

enhance privacy for the framework, many hybrid approaches have been proposed. 

However, the introduced noise of differential privacy may lead to decreased accuracy. 

To reduce noise, the Hybrid-One scheme combine the use of DP with MPC without 

compromising accuracy rate, which protect communication messages rely on MPC 

thus introduce less noise than traditional local DP (Truex et al.,2019). But this method 

often result in unaffordable communication cost and long convergence time as 

homomorphic encryption can be. Then the efficient HybridAlpha emerged at the right 

moment, which combined functional encryption with SMC protocol to achieve the 

highly-performance model without privacy sacrifice (Xu et al.,2019). Additionally, 

sketched algorithms are inherently suitable for FL since data identities are not stored, 

and extra mechanisms are needed to trace back original data. Inspired by this, Liu, Li, 

Smith and Sekar (2019) established relationship between FL and sketching algorithm 

to strength confidentiality.  

4.Application 

(Please insert Table. 1 about here) 

 

FL takes hold as a prevailing scheme with the construction of collaborative 

model without legal concern. Even facing with the forementioned limitations and 

severe challenges, early participants have seen significant opportunities of FL and 

have launched a series of related explorations and attempts to apply FL in real life. In 



this section, we discuss several applications related to industry engineering or 

computer science.  

4.1 Application for mobile devices 

FL has been paid much attention to by the researchers since the concept was first 

put forward by Google to predict users’ input from Gboard on Android devices. 

Further improvement for prediction on keyboard has been made through Chen, 

Mathews, Ouyang and Beaufays (2019), Leroy et al., (2019), Hard et al., (2019) and 

Yang, T. et al., (2018). Besides, emoji prediction is also a research hotspot 

(Ramaswamy et al.,2019). In addition, bring FL model to smart devices to predict 

human trajectory (Feng et al., 2020) or human behavior (Sozinov et al., 2018) is also a 

potential application. 

Nowadays, although there is a rapid growth in storage capacity and computing 

power of mobile devices. It’s difficult to satisfy the growing quality demand from 

mobile subscribers due to communication bandwidth limitation. Thus, most of 

comprehensive provider prefer to offer a service environment at the edge of the 

cellular network close to the customer instead of integrate cloud computing and cloud 

storage in core network so as to reduce network congestion. This technology is 

dubbed mobile edge computing (MEC), but it also faces increased risk of information 

leakage. One possible solution is the combination of FL and MEC, Wang, X. et al., 

(2019) investigate an ‘In-Edge AI’ framework which combine FL based on deep 

reinforcement learning with MEC system and further optimize resource allocation 

problem. Further, Qian et al., (2019) devoted to utilizing FL on MEC. They developed 

a privacy-aware service placement scheme to provide high-quality service by caching 

desired service on the edge server close to the users.  



In this case, mobile devices not only refer to common smart phones but also refer 

to devices in IOT settings. Smart home is one of the important applicable fields of 

IoT. To better learn users’ preference, devices in smart home architecture would 

upload some related data to cloud server which may lead to data breach. Therefore, 

Aïvodji et al., (2019) present a sufficient secure federated architecture to build joint 

models. Similarly, Yu et al., (2020) build a federated multi-task learning framework 

for smart home IOT to automatically learn users’ behavior patterns, which could 

effectively detect physical hazards. Furthermore, Liu, B. et al., (2020) proposed a data 

fusion approach based on FL for robots imitation learning in robot networking. This 

method could be leveraged on self-driving cars to generate guide models and foresee 

various emergencies. 

4.2Application in Industrial Engineering 

Driven by the achievement of FL in data privacy protection, it is logical for 

industrial engineering to follow it with applications of FL. Since data in these areas 

are not available directly due to some constraints of laws and regulations. However, 

only when FL is leveraged to these areas, can we make use of these disperse dataset to 

acquire infinite benefits.  

To the best of our knowledge, following with the rise of and maturation of FL, it 

could have widely popularization and application prospects in data-sensitive fields for 

industrial engineering. Take environment protection as a case in point, Hu et al., 

(2018) designed a novel environmental monitoring frame based on federated region 

learning FRL) for the sake of inconvenient interchangeable monitor data. Thus, 

monitoring data dispersed from various sensors could be utilized for superior 

performance of collaborative model. FL is also applied to visual inspection task (Han 



et al.,2019). It could not only help us solve the problem of lacking defective samples 

to detect defects in production tasks but also offered privacy guarantees for 

manufacturers. In image fields, vision -and-language is also a flashpoint, Liu, Wu, Ge, 

Fan and Zhou (2020) bring FL to acquire diversiform representation from federated 

tasks for better grounding applications. Apart from image detection and 

representation, FL is suitable for malicious attacks detection in communication 

system composed by Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) (Mowla et al., 2020). Since 

the features of UAVs such as unbalanced data distribution and unreliable 

communication conditions are quite matching with challenges in FL. With the 

popularization of electric vehicles, Saputra et al., (2019) designed a federated energy 

demand prediction method for various charging stations to prevent energy congestion 

in transmission process. Moreover, Yang, Zhang, Ye, Li and C.-Z. Xu (2019) 

leveraged FL to transactions owned by different banks in order to detect credit card 

fraud efficiently, which is also a significant contribution to financial field. For text 

mining, Wang, Y. et al., (2020) exploit an industrial grade federated framework based 

on Latent Dirichlet Allocation. It has passed the assessment on real data for spam 

filtering and sentiment analysis. 

To summarize, FL enable data owner to broaden the scope of data applications 

and improve model performance through iteration among different entities. In the 

future, FL technology would also support more industries to become more intelligent. 

The incorporation with FL in AI will build a federal ecosystem without data privacy 

concern. 

4.3 Application in HealthCare 



As a disruptive method to preserve data privacy, FL has great prospect in health 

care. Each medical institute might have a lot of patient data, but that may be far from 

enough to train their own prediction models (Szegedi, Kiss and Horváth,2019). 

Combination of FL and disease prediction is one of the good solutions to break down 

the barriers of analysis throughout different hospitals.       

Electronic health records (EMR) contain lots of meaningful clinical concepts, 

Kim, et al., (2017) gave an attempt to use tensor factorization models for phenotyping 

analysis to obtain information concealed in health records without sharing patient-

level data. It could be regarded as the first attempt for FL application in medical 

industry. Pfohl et al., (2019) explored differentially private learning for EMR in 

federated setting. And they further demonstrated the performance is comparable with 

training in a centralized setting. Huanga et al., (2019) make use of EMRs scattered 

across hospitals to predict mortality rate for heart disease patients. During training 

process, there is not any form of data or parameters transmission among hospitals’ 

databases. Besides this, data consolidated from multiple remote clients into a central 

server is encoded in advance and the decoder will be abandoned at the end of training. 

In addition, Brisimi et al., (2018) also use EMRs to evaluate whether a patient with 

heart disease will be hospitalized based on a FL algorithm called cluster Primal Dual 

Splitting (cPDS). This prediction work can be accomplished either on health 

monitoring devices or hospitals holding these medical data without information 

leakage. With utilization of health records, Lee et al., (2018) proposed a federated 

patient hashing framework to detect similar patients scattered in different hospitals 

without sharing patient-level information. This patient matching method could help 

doctors to summarize general character and direct them to treat patient with more 

experience. In addition, Huangb et al., (2019) leveraged Loss-based adaptive boosting 



Federated Averaging algorithm on drug usage extracted from MIMIC-III database to 

predict patient mortality rate. This research concerned computation complexity and 

communication cost as well as accuracy for each client therefore outperform 

baselines.  

Studies also demonstrated that FL can be applied in the domain of Natural 

language processing (NLP) to analyze valid information from health records. Liu, 

Dligach and Miller (2019) focus on need for unstructured data processing of clinical 

notes. It was the first attempt of NLP based on FL. They performed a two-stage 

federated training model contains pre-processing stage to predict a representation 

model for each patient and phenotyping training stage to study each kind of illness. 

Recently, FL is also widely used in the area of biomedical imaging analysis. 

Federated principal components analysis (fPCA) has been put forward by Silva et al., 

(2019) to extract features from magnetic resonance images (MRI) come from 

different medical centers. Furthermore, Gao et al., (2019) proposed a hierarchical 

heterogeneous horizontal FL (HHHFL) framework for Electroencephalography 

(EEG) classification to overcome the challenge of limited labeled instances as well as 

the privacy constraint. 

To the best of our knowledge, following with the rise of and maturation of FL, it 

could have very wide popularization and application prospects in data-sensitive fields 

in addition to the abovementioned fields. Table 1 shows application of FL has grown 

by leaps and bounds in 2019. Thus, it is optimistic that FL would have great potential 

in the future development. Currently, FL mainly contributes to horizontally 

collaborative training for landing applications, which means feature dimensions of 

each data are similar to each other. In the future, medical data in hospitals could be 



cooperated with other institutions such as insurance agent to obtain reasonable 

pricing. Therefore, vertically FL is a promising direction to be explored. Moreover, 

one problem is existing federal training mostly base on small set of organizations and 

is not able to extend to collaborative training for huge number of devices or 

institutions. Therefore, analysis of mobile devices data based on FL in an effective 

way should be progressed to generate more meaningful information.  

 

5. Frontier achievements and Future work 

 

FL is in great potential with sustainable development for landing application in 

industrial engineering and health care. Admittedly, many scholars have done arduous 

efforts to tackle challenges mentioned in section 3. To satisfy the situation with rapid 

development of IOT and increasing privacy concerns, it put forward rigorous 

demands for federated system design. Several research frontiers remain to be explored 

with FL. Current main trends are committed to security compliance establishment, 

attack defense and efficiency promotion as well as heterogeneities processing. In this 

section, we focus on some remarkable cutting-edge results to solve remained 

problems for better FL implementation in practical manufacturing application. 

Additionally, we also briefly introduce some promising direction to lead future 

improvement in this area.  

Asynchronous training mode. A basic choice on global model training mode is 

whether to take asynchronous or synchronous method. Recently, the synchronous 

training has already become the major form for FL due to superior performance of 

SGD in the central server settings compared to asynchronous way (Chen, Ning and 

Rangwala, 2019; Mohammad and Sorour, 2019) Prior optimization of FL mainly 



focusses on evolution of FedAvg in a synchronous fashion. However, this method 

relies on strong assumption of which is not realistic in practice. The heterogeneous 

resource in terms of different computation ability and various network settings and 

unbalanced data distribution would result in different training time and unknown 

communication cost. Based on previous work on asynchronous gradient descent, 

Sprague et al., (2019) compared asynchronous aggregation scheme with FedAvg and 

obtained basically satisfactory results. Generous asynchronous training mode in FL 

refer to asynchronous local update or asynchronous aggregation. At the client side, 

Chen, Sun and Jin (2019) designed an asynchronous approach for client model 

update. Layers in deep neural network are divided into deep layers and shallow layers 

with different update frequency. At the server side, asynchronous aggregation could 

be implemented. For instance, asynchronous online FL framework presented by Chen 

et al., (2019) updates central model in an asynchronous way by introducing feature 

learning and dynamic learning step size. Considering trade-off between advantages of 

synchronous update and asynchronous training, Wu et al., (2019) proposed a semi-

asynchronous protocol which allow straggling clients don’t always go together with 

central server. The main idea is that make stragglers join training properly to speed up 

training process with utilization of their slowly update model. Gaining a good deal of 

enlightenment from this semi-asynchronous method, a combination of asynchronous 

mode and synchronous scheme is a promising direction. In this way, can we reduce 

unwanted overhead and give little fault-tolerance to stragglers. 

Gradient aggregation. Usually, in gradient aggregation stage, the gradient of global 

model is the sum of weighted gradient produced by each client. And the weight of 

each client is decided by the sample ratio. However, there is no evidence demonstrate 

that this weighted averaging gradient acquired from local clients is equivalent to real 



global gradient information due to biased estimation in local clients. Xiao et al., 

(2020) detect that the mutual information is increased which implies correlation 

between clients, while the distance of parameters is getting greater with increased 

iteration. This study shows gradient averaging is possible not a good manner for 

gradient aggregation. To eliminate gradient bias in local training stage, Yao et al., 

(2019) keep trace of dispatched global parameters in each local training epoch. Since 

local gradient update is a function of global parameters, then gradients can be 

aggregated in an unbiased way. To better learn aggregation mode in FL, Ji et al., 

(2019) introduce a recurrent neural network aggregator to automatically get an 

optimized way for gradient aggregation. In addition, Wang et al., (2019) designed a 

layer-wise aggregation mode to serially generate layer parameters in neural network 

for global model. Considering Non-iid distribution on clients, gradient aggregation in 

a simply averaging way isn’t a good choice. It would be better if researchers can bring 

in some adaptive weight for each client or some machine learning method to learn 

how to aggregate these gradients in an effective way.  

Incentive mechanism. For performance improvement, apart from optimization of 

resource allocation or novel architecture design, to establish an incentive mechanism 

to encourage more parties join into the training is also an effective way. The original 

FedAvg would select clients randomly. It seems that all clients are equally likely to go 

into the training. In fact, some lazy clients with high quality or some selfish clients 

afraid of power consumption may not attend the whole training process with a certain 

probability. Incentive mechanism could be established to motivate such clients. The 

cloud server would allocate the reward to each participant according to their 

contribution. And the client would maximize their utility to obtain more revenue. In 

this way, a benign cyclic effect would be formulated to obtain a satisfied model. The 



frameworks such as Stackelberg-based game theory enjoy wide popularity in 

motivation mechanism design. Sarikaya and Ercetin (2019) explore inventive 

mechanism in Stackelberg perspective to inspire workers to allocate more CPU for 

local training. Khan et al., (2019) discussed Stackelberg-based incentive mechanism 

to set local iteration times adaptively to be effective as much as possible. The 

crowdsourcing framework adopted two-stage stackelberg model to acquire utility 

maximization among clients and server (Pandey et al., 2019). For future work, more 

frameworks like matching theory and auction theory can be introduced to cope with 

trade-off between number of participants and update latency. 

Verification for returned model. Most privacy-preserving method in FL rely on a 

strong assumption that clients are semi-honest which obey training rules but keeping 

curious about private data acquisition. However, realistic application gets the other 

kind. Client may wittingly or unwittingly transmit an erroneous model compel global 

model to deviate from normal trace. For instance, in wearable medical system, 

adversaries may generate plausible but not accurate data to attack the entire model 

(Cai and Venkatasubramanian, 2018). This kind of Byzantine problem is always 

encountered in FL. Thus, Byzantine fault-tolerant system should be developed which 

means even if certain clients don’t follow training protocol or be malicious to attack 

global model, the collaborative training can still work well. 

To detect this anomalous model update, Li et al., (2019) considered an 

autoencoder enable model parameters to be replaced by low-dimension vector as well 

as discover irregular weights update. Muñoz-González and Lupu (2019) discussed 

adaptive FL to grub abnormal updates via a Hidden Markov Model to evaluate model 

quality. Traditional Byzantine fault-tolerant system is supported by some defense 

mechanism rather than malicious client detection. Considering loss of accuracy in 



federated setting, it is better to design much more Byzantine fault-tolerant system 

based on fault detection to eliminate or reduce threats. 

FL with block-chain technology. As a novel technology, block-chain is 

developing fast abroad. In short, Block-chain is essentially a distributed ledger, 

derived from Bitcoin (Nakamoto. S, 2008), which is characterized by decentralization, 

immutability, traceability, collective maintenance, openness and transparency. Several 

blockchain-assisted schemes for industrial data sharing have been proposed, including 

quality surveillance of 3D-printed articles (Kennedy et al., 2017), consumption 

monitoring and privacy-preserving energy trading for smart grids (Aitzhan and 

Svetinovic, 2018) and emergency medical service for pre-hospital care (Hasavari and 

Song 2019). Existing studies based on block chain mainly focus on innovate medical 

information sharing system but training collaboratively to maximize data utilization 

has not been implemented. Recent research has proofed that block chain has potential 

to significantly transform some issues in FL. Blockchain and FL are auxiliary to each 

other. As an inherently secure distributed system, blockchain naturally suitable for 

developed with FL. Since blockchain framework is tolerant with malicious node and 

work normally as long as malicious nodes do not exceed 51% of the total. 

Injecting block-chain technology into FL, Majeed and Hong (2019) envisioned a 

robust Fl-chain that could verify local model update. Although the security of entire 

architecture can be guaranteed with block chain technology, this security has nothing 

to do with privacy protection. There is no privacy concern in allusion to individual 

node. If there is a malicious clinic or hospital join in the collaborative training, it may 

spare no effort to snoop other participants’ privacy information. Hence Ilias and 

Georgios (2019) utilized blockchain smart convention to coordinate all clients and 

additionally used homomorphic encryption to provide extra privacy guarantee. The 



blockchain-based privacy-preserving FL framework designed by Awan et al., (2019) 

also added a variation of the Paillier cryptosystem as an excess measure to forestall 

privacy leakage. Furthermore, take advantage of block chain, the contribution of each 

party to optimize global model could be traced, which make it possible for an 

incentive mechanism. Aforementioned FL frames based on block chain didn’t give 

specific rewarding mechanism for clients to join training. To improve performance for 

FL, a dynamic weighting method had been proposed (Kim and Hong, 2019). It 

considered learning accuracy and participation frequency as training weight to 

motivate high-quality client to get involved in the training. Besides, Block-Fl 

proposed by Kim, H. et al., (2019) award client holding number of samples to reduce 

convergence time. To sum up, incorporate block chain with FL is auspicious since it 

is a decentralized technology thus doesn’t need central server to predict global model 

anymore. Therefore, it could overcome the limitation of bandwidth in FL. Further, it 

could not only exchange updates while verify correctness to enhance security but also 

employ some activate mechanism to improve FL service. But introducing blockchain 

may cause more latency when exchange learning model. It would be better to design a 

blockchain-based FL to with low latency. 

Federated training for unsupervised machine learning. According to the analysis 

of research on FL, existing FL frameworks construct based on supervised learning 

method. For instance, FL have been effectively leveraged in neural network (Wang, S. 

et al., 2019; Haob et al., 2019; Bonawitz et al., 2019) and SVM (Liu et al., 2019), as 

well as linear classifier (Hardy et al., 2017).  

Actually, in most of cases where labeled data either do not exist, or with little 

existence, unsupervised learning methods are supposed to be applied. Thus, 

unsupervised learning is reasonable to be used to infer potential information in these 



messy data. For example, it has been widely used for image registration (Dalca, 

Balakrishnan, Guttag and Sabuncu, 2019; de Vos et al., 2019) and image 

classification (Ahn et al., 2019). Although researchers have made great progress on 

federated transfer learning to handle with dispersive data with few labels, the landing 

applications remain a bottleneck for unsupervised learning in federated framework. 

To tackle the challenge of limited number of labels, collaborative training has been 

employed in unsupervised area. Such method like Collaborative and Adversarial 

Network (CAN), a novel unsupervised domain adaptation approach, shows 

effectiveness and high performance (Zhang et al., 2018). Therefore, as a kind of 

collaborative training approach, FL has great potential on unsupervised learning area. 

Recently, van Berlo et al., (2020) introduced Federated Unsupervised Representation 

Learning which is a breakthrough in unsupervised FL. Through unsupervised 

representation learning during pre-training stage, the requirement of labeled data 

significantly reduced. This study also shows competitive performance compared with 

supervised learning and transfer learning. Therefore, it motivates future work towards 

the extension of federated framework on unsupervised learning. 

 

6. Conclusion 

This study contributes to conclude application in industrial engineering and 

computer science and summarize review of FL but not limited to applications. To our 

best knowledge, this work is the first time to summarize the development prospects of 

FL on industrial field. Amidst masses of literature, we have concluded characteristic 

of FL and remained challenges. Further, we give the main path of optimization trace 

to clarify various solutions that researchers have done to optimize FL mainly 

including privacy concerns and algorithm efficiency. Besides, we also sum up some 



applications in federated settings and some develop area with great potential. As a 

burgeoning technology, FL attracts increasing attention these days. This work benefits 

to researchers to overcome the remained challenges of FL. 
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Table 1. Application in various fields 

Researchers Application 

domain 

Studies Pros Constraint 

Applications in mobile devices 

Chen, Mathews, Ouyang 

and Beaufays. 2019 

Smart phone 

keyboard 

learn out- of-

vocabulary words 

expanding the vocabulary 

of a keyboard without 

exporting sensitive text  

Strongly relies on a learned 

probabilistic mode 

Leroy et al. 2019 Smart phone 

voice assistant 

Learn embedded 

wake word detector 

using an adaptive 

averaging strategy in place 

of standard weighted 

model averaging 

Do not show robustness to 

back- ground noise 

Hard et al.2019 Smart phone 

keyboard 

next-word 

prediction in a   

virtual keyboard 

train an RNN model from 

scratch in the server and 

federated environments 

and achieve recall 

improvements 

Still have high 

communication cost 

Yang et al. 2018 Smart phone 

keyboard 

improve virtual 

keyboard search 

suggestion quality 

being easily trainable 

given the convexity of the 

error function by logistic 

regression model 

impractical to train models 

with a large number of 

parameters 

Ramaswamy et al. 2019 Smart phone 

keyboard 

predict emoji from 

text typed on a 

keyboard 

achieve better 

performance than a server 

trained model 

client cache contents are 

different, and metrics 

cannot be compared across 

experiments 

Wang et al. (2019)  Mobile edge 

computing 

optimizing MEC, 

caching and 

communication 

discussed the potential of 

inte-grating the Deep 

Reinforcement Learning 

and FL framework with 

the mobile edge system 

how to distribute the huge 

computation load   on 

heterogenous scenarios are 

still unexplored. 

Qian et al. 2019 Mobile edge 

computing 

Privacy-aware 

service placement 

for mobile edge 

computing 

propose a privacy-aware 

ser- vice placement (PSP) 

scheme to meet users’ 
service demands  

 Not able to be used for 

several edge clouds 

Feng et al.2020 Mobile devices 

motion sensors  

Privacy-preserving 

Human Mobility 

Prediction  

Using group optimization 

strategy, reduce the 

performance degradation  

 only consider the basic 

mobility model for the 

simplicity  

Sozinov et al. 2018 Smart devices 

motion sensors  

Human Activity 

Recognition 

 identifies and rejects 

erroneous clients 

 producing models with 

slightly worse, accuracy 

compared to centralized 

models 

Aïvodji et al. 2019 Smart home 

IOT 

Design a sufficient 

secure federated 

smart home setting 

combines FL with secure 

data aggregation 

 rather complex 

architecture to implement 

Yu et al. 2020 Smart home 

IOT 

 learn users’ 
behavior patterns 

effectively detect physical 

hazards 

Not flexible with mapping 

mechanism for diverse 

deployment 

Liu et al. 2020 Robot network robots imitation 

learning 

 increases imitation 

learning efficiency of 

local robots in cloud 

robotic systems 

Need to further work on 

convergence justification 

of the fusion process 

Applications in industrial engineering 

Hu et al. 2018 environment 

protection 

environmental 

monitoring frame 

based on federated 

region learning  

considers the regional 

characteristics during the 

distribution of training 

samples to improve the 

inference accuracy 

Need to be extended to 

multi-layer structures 

instead of two-layer 

structure 

Han et al. 2019 Image 

detection 

provide 

manufactures with 

the service in 

automated defect 

inspection  

solve the problem of 

lacking defective samples 

to detect defects 

need quick model 

deployment to serve 

various industries  

Liu et al. 2020 Image 

representation 

obtain various types 

of image 

representations 

from different tasks 

 Be validated on three 

kinds of FL settings  

more beneficial for the 

smaller dataset than the 

larger one in horizontal FL 

Mowla et al. 2020 Unmanned 

Aerial Vehicles  

malicious attacks 

detection in 

communication 

enhance the model with a 

client group prioritization 

technique leveraging the 

Need to improve the 

reliability of the global 

updates in this architecture. 



system of UAVs Dempster–Shafer theory 

Saputra et al. 2019  Electrical 

vechicles 

federated energy 

demand prediction 

applied the clustering-

based energy demand 

learning method for to 

further improve the 

prediction accuracy 

 Need to be more stable 

and flexible. 

Yang et al. 2019 Financial field detect credit card 

fraud 

achieves an average of test 

AUC 10% higher than 

traditional method. 

Should take more reliable 

measurements into account 

to protect the privacy  

Wang et al. 2020 text mining spam filtering and 

sentiment analysis 

 Using Random Response 

with Priori (RRP), which 

provides theoretical 

guarantees on both data 

privacy and model 

accuracy. 

 noise from our perturbing 

mechanism will slightly 

influence the overall 

performance 

Applications in Health Care 

Brisimi et al. 2018 Predict future 

hospitalizations 

for patients 

Cluster Primal Dual 

Splitting algorithm 

Yield classifiers using 

relatively few features 

Need more iterations for 

convergence 

Silva et al.2019 MRI Analysis Provide federated 

analysis framework 

compatible with the 

standard ENIGMA 

pipelines 

Deal with variability of 

high dimensional features 

efficiently 

Only tested in limited 

dataset 

Liu et al.2019 Extraction of 

clinical notes 

Two-stage 

federated NLP 

method 

Adding pre-processing 

step to improve accuracy 

Not suitable for small 

questionable cases 

Gao et al.2019 EEG 

Classification 

Design a 

hierarchical 

heterogeneous 

horizontal FL 

framework 

The first EEG classifier 

over heterogeneous EEG 

data 

Only work on 3 different 

datasets 

Li and Liu 2019 Predict 

mortality and 

hospital stay 

time 

Introduce 

community-based 

FL and evaluate it 

on non-iid icu 

EMRs 

converged to higher 

predictive accuracy in less 

communication rounds 

than the baseline FL 

model 

Model parameters of 

community will lead to 

extra communication 

overhead 

Pfohl et al.2019 Clinical 

prediction 

Establish efficacy 

of FL over 

centralized and 

local learning 

Perform FL in a 

differentially private 

manner 

Underestimate of privacy 

cost 

Huangb et al.2019 Mortality 

prediction over 

drug utilization 

data 

Adaptive boosting 

method 

Alleviate non-iid by 

introducing data-sharing 

technology 

Training on iid data 

outperform non-iid data 

Kim et al.2017 Analysis of 

computational 

phenotypes 

Federated tensor 

factorization for 

privacy preserving 

computational 

phenotyping 

Summarized information 

does not disclose the 

patient data 

Only Accurate with small 

or skewly distributed data 

Lee et al. 2018 Similar patient 

matching 

Federated patient 

hashing framework 

Avoid security attack from 

reverse engineering 

Inevitable computational 

complexity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 1. Illustration of FL framework proposed by Google 

 

 

Fig. 2. An application sample of Horizontal FL 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.  An application sample of Vertical FL 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. An application sample of federated transfer learn 

 



 

Fig. 5. Optimization path to overcome three challenges in FL 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. The evolution of privacy attack and enhancement in FL 



 


